Welcome to FINANCIAL FREEDOM

JoMarS

DOUBLE INCOME MAGIC

• IMAGINE getting paid even when your enrollee joins at a level not assigned to you. You get paid up to $100.00 BONUSES just for mailing the same flyer you responded to FREE!

• IMAGINE getting 1,000 leads on labels, 1,000 printed brochures and 1,000 printed envelopes...all FREE!

• IMAGINE getting your income DOUBLED FOREVER when you sign up your FIRST MEMBER, FREE!

• IMAGINE getting to drive this "DOUBLE INCOME MAGIC" Money Train FREE!

MORE EXCITING INFORMATION - KEEP READING!
Dear Future Double Income Magic Member,

When you join our elite group of entrepreneurs, example, that you are joining LEVEL B, $550 investment, your name will be printed in Box 2. Box 2 name will be moved to Box 3. You will receive 1,000 printed flyers, 1,000 printed envelopes & 1,000 leads on labels, FREE for your mail outs. Here is the unique beauty of JoMarS Double Income Magic.

When you get your FIRST MEMBER, your name is moved to Box 3 and notice that your income is now double, $200. Just imagine, with your first member, getting 1,000 of each above, ready to do his or her marketing, you will be getting $200 money orders, instead of $100 as shown on the chart schedule. With our innovative money-making program, it is impossible for you not to make any money, especially if you make a sizable monthly mailings. It has to be consistent. This is how the marketing professionals succeed! Constant exposure all the time. This is the name of the game. Just picture that you will be receiving $100 when somebody joins under you & $200 from the promo of all your new members that replaced you in Box 2. Conclusion: You now have a double income, $100 & $200! The higher the level, more double income magic of $150-$300 & $200-$400 will be in your pocket...Sssssooooo easy! Cool!!!

Note that your name remains in Box 3 permanently from the advertising flyers of all your own members. You are now getting the picture and just think if you joined multiple levels, more income and bigger amounts too! The idea is exciting! You will be receiving different amounts of money orders that you will want to visit your mailbox often since we mail your earned income within 24 hours from receipt of payment REAL FAST, VIA PRIORITY MAIL. This gives us peace of mind, that you, OUR VIP, received your payment, as promised and on time!

Because this program is REAL HOT,... there are no upgrade payments. No hassle waiting for a text message, e-mail or phone calls what amount to remit. Too much time is wasted!!! Our pay plan is superior for the advantage of all members. Of course, you can join Level A, Level B, Level C & Executive Level all at the same time! Joining 2 or more levels is affordable & profitable. Make it happen.

Minor problem solved this way. If one of your prospective members joins the level that you are not signed-in, you will be compensated as follows: Level A, $25.00, Level B, $50.00, Level C, $75.00 and Executive Level, $100.00. We don’t want your mailing expense to be in the drain of NO RETURN. In this situation, you have to trust us. For over 55 years and counting, JoMarS International, has in its belt, created so many programs and has earned the highest degree of integrity in the marketing field, Solution: Test us by having a friend join any level that you are not connected with. End result. You will find out who we are.

On the flyers you will be receiving, nothing will be added, deleted or modified...With your full cooperation & understanding, it will foster a lasting mutual business relationship for years and more money-making programs will be created for you to earn some extra income. Thank you and be safe with this invisible enemy.

Yours for success,

JoMarS Double Income Magic
JOE SAQUETON, Founder

JUST DO THE MATH

CHECK BOX LEVEL(s) YOU ARE JOINING

LEVEL A [ ] LEVEL B [ ] LEVEL C [ ] EXECUTIVE LEVEL [ ]

LEVEL A [ ] LEVEL B [ ] LEVEL C [ ] EXECUTIVE LEVEL [ ]

PURCHASE MONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO THE NAMES IN BOX 1, BOX 2 & BOX 3. MAIL ALL MONEY ORDERS TO: JOE SAQUETON, Administrator, JoMarS International, PO Box 1796, Vallejo, CA 94590, via PRIORITY MAIL. YES! You will be reimbursed for the MO fees & the FM postage when we mail your welcome package.

BOX 1 - ADMINISTRATOR

LEVEL A → JOE SAQUETON $200.00
LEVEL B → JOE SAQUETON $250.00
LEVEL C → JOE SAQUETON $300.00
EXECUTIVE → JOE SAQUETON $400.00

BOX 2

M. REGIS $50.00
G. NORR $100.00
M. REGIS $200.00
R. BILAN $200.00

BOX 3

G. NORR $100.00
G. NORR $300.00
G. NORR $400.00

ORDER FORM

PRINT LEGIBLY OR USE LABEL

First Name: ___________________________ Last Name: ___________________________
Address: ___________________________ City: ___________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______
Telephone: ___________________________ Cell: ___________________________

NOTICE: This is a legal program. Members are buying our start-up package that includes 1,000 leads on mailing labels, 1,000 flyers & 1,000 printed envelopes. Members earn commissions from our and their promotions. You must be 18 years of age or older to participate. You are an independent contractor. No guaranteed income is stipulated. Void where prohibited by law. No refunds. **THANK YOU! Copyright@2020

May Good Fortune Come To Those Who Help One Another